It is especially true when the structure of diseases changes, the origin of which is due to psychologic disorders and highlights the modern features of the vegetative-vascular dystonia syndrome,which is often found in the neuroses.
The purpose of the study is to estimate the values of changes in bioelectrical activity of the brain (using EEG) as an objective criteria of clinical manifestations psychovegetative syndrome of dermatological origin. 
Figure. Pattern -EEG in healthy affected people, reliability markers (p) that are mentioned in the text
According to obtained results that are mentioned on the figure, the First EEG type organized "in space and time" marked in 17,5% of time which is to be exact is p<0.001 happens rarely than in healthy people (58,3%). The second hypersynchronous or monorhythmical type was diagnosed less often than in healthy people as well -7,5%(p<0.01) versus 16,7%. The third desynchronous type was not found at all. The fourth disorganized with main a-activity registered exactly more often than in patients p<0.001 or 57,5% to 16,7%. The fifth type is disorganised wit maining theta-and delta-activity was noticed in 17,5% of patients but it was not diagnosed in healthy people.
Patients with "biopsy itch" (17,5%) were concluded with typical "epileptiform" pattern on EEG.
Obtained results give us evidence of fact that in cases of developing depression in eczema victims delta-theta-activities are increasing and alpha-and betta-activities are lowering. Also the regional lowering Literature:
